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ABSTRACT
We present a new 300 ks Chandra observation of M87 that limits pileup to only a few per cent
of photon events and maps the hot gas properties closer to the nucleus than has previously been
possible. Within the supermassive black hole’s gravitational sphere of influence, the hot gas is
multiphase and spans temperatures from 0.2 to 1 keV. The radiative cooling time of the lowest
temperature gas drops to only 0.1−0.5 Myr, which is comparable to its free fall time. Whilst
the temperature structure is remarkably symmetric about the nucleus, the density gradient is
steep in sectors to the N and S, with ρ∝r−1.5±0.1, and significantly shallower along the jet
axis to the E, where ρ∝r−0.93±0.07. The density structure within the Bondi radius is therefore
consistent with steady inflows perpendicular to the jet axis and an outflow directed E along the
jet axis. By putting limits on the radial flow speed, we rule out Bondi accretion on the scale
resolved at the Bondi radius. We show that deprojected spectra extracted within the Bondi
radius can be equivalently fit with only a single cooling flow model, where gas cools from
1.5 keV down below 0.1 keV at a rate of 0.03M yr−1 . For the alternative multi-temperature
spectral fits, the emission measures for each temperature component are also consistent with a
cooling flow model. The lowest temperature and most rapidly cooling gas in M87 is therefore
located at the smallest radii at ∼ 100 pc and may form a mini cooling flow. If this cooling gas
has some angular momentum, it will feed into the cold gas disk around the nucleus, which
has a radius of ∼ 80 pc and therefore lies just inside the observed transition in the hot gas
structure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accretion onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs) powers the in-
tense radiation observed from distant quasars and spectacular rel-
ativistic jets in radio galaxies that can reach far beyond the host
galaxy. The interactions of these energetic outbursts with the gas
in the host galaxy are now understood to be a key mechanism in
galaxy evolution that can truncate the galaxy’s growth (Croton et al.
2006; Bower et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2006). By driving out and
heating the surrounding gas, the active galactic nucleus (AGN) can
suppress star formation but also restrict the fuel available for accre-
tion. Known as AGN feedback, this process has two main modes
(for a review see eg. Fabian 2012). The radiatively efficient quasar-
mode operates at high accretion rates, typically above 10% of the
? E-mail: hrr27@ast.cam.ac.uk
Eddington rate. However, the vast majority of SMBHs are accret-
ing well-below their Eddington limit (Ho 2008, 2009). These black
holes are typically embedded in the substantial hot atmospheres of
their host galaxies but are remarkably faint and must be accreting
in a radiatively inefficient or radio mode (for reviews see Narayan
& McClintock 2008; Yuan & Narayan 2014). The fuelling mech-
anism is therefore crucial for our understanding of AGN feedback
but requires that we resolve structure on scales within the SMBH’s
gravitational sphere of influence.
The classical Bondi model states that the galaxy’s hot gas
atmosphere will be accreted by the SMBH if it falls within the
Bondi radius, where the gravitational potential of the SMBH dom-
inates over the thermal energy of the gas (Bondi 1952). The Bondi
model assumes spherical accretion onto a point mass and an ab-
sorbing inner boundary condition. The Bondi radius is given by
rB = 2GMBH/c2s , where cs is the sound speed in the hot gas, and
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is at most a few arcsec for the nearest and most massive black
holes. The X-ray emitting hot gas within this region can only cur-
rently be resolved in a handful of systems. The central galaxy in
the Virgo cluster, M87, has bright thermal gas emission within
the Bondi radius, which dominates over that from stellar sources
and LMXBs. This hot gas may be fuelling the powerful radio-
jet outburst (Bohringer et al. 1995; Bicknell & Begelman 1996;
Young et al. 2002; Forman et al. 2005; Werner et al. 2010). Us-
ing early Chandra observations of M87, Di Matteo et al. (2003)
extracted the gas temperature and density structure at the galaxy
centre and determined the Bondi radius to be ∼ 0.15 kpc (for a
black hole mass MBH = 3×109 M; Ford et al. 1994; Harms et al.
1994; Macchetto et al. 1997). Recent gas-dynamical and stellar-
dynamical analyses of M87 estimate a supermassive black hole
mass MBH = 3− 6× 109 M (Gebhardt et al. 2011; Walsh et al.
2013), which corresponds to a Bondi radius rB = 0.12− 0.22 kpc
(1.5−2.8 arcsec). With deeper Chandra observations, the relatively
high count rate from the hot atmosphere, compared to other possi-
ble targets, should produce the most detailed maps of the gas den-
sity and multi-temperature structure within a Bondi sphere. How-
ever, the hot gas structure within the Bondi radius of M87 is over-
whelmed by the bright nuclear point source. From 2003 to 2010, the
Bondi sphere was also inaccessible with Chandra beneath heavy
pileup due to flaring of the jet knot HST-1, which is only 0.85 arcsec
from the nucleus (Harris et al. 2006, 2009).
Although fainter, the hot gas emission within the Bondi radius
of Sgr A* at the centre of the Milky Way and the nearby galaxy
NGC 3115 were subsequently observed for multiple Ms with Chan-
dra (Baganoff et al. 2003; Wong et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013;
Wong et al. 2014). These observations found shallow gas density
profiles inside the Bondi radius with ρ∝r−1. Numerical simula-
tions of radiatively inefficient accretion flows (ADAFs, Ichimaru
1977; Rees et al. 1982; Narayan & Yi 1994; Narayan & McClin-
tock 2008) show that winds launched from the hot accretion flow
will drive out a large fraction of the accreting gas and explain the
observed shallow density slopes (eg. Stone et al. 1999; Stone &
Pringle 2001; Hawley & Balbus 2002; Yuan et al. 2012; Li et al.
2013; Yuan & Narayan 2014). Whilst even a substantially reduced
accretion rate provides ample fuel for these quiescent systems, it is
likely insufficient to power the radio-jet outbursts that are a com-
mon feature of radiatively inefficient accretion flows (eg. Rafferty
et al. 2006; Nemmen & Tchekhovskoy 2015). These systems may
require a supplementary inflow from cold gas accretion (Pizzolato
& Soker 2005; Gaspari et al. 2013) or additional power from black
hole spin energy (McNamara et al. 2011; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011;
Tchekhovskoy & McKinney 2012; McKinney et al. 2012).
Deep Chandra observations of M87 have previously focused
on the large cavities and weak shocks in the hot atmosphere where
the radio jet and expanding lobes have displaced the surrounding
medium (Bohringer et al. 1995; Bicknell & Begelman 1996; Young
et al. 2002; Forman et al. 2005; Werner et al. 2010). The energy in-
put by the jet is replacing the radiative losses from the galaxy’s
X-ray atmosphere to keep the gas hot and prevent the formation of
a large-scale cooling flow (for reviews see Peterson & Fabian 2006;
McNamara & Nulsen 2007). The nucleus in M87 is also the target
of ongoing Chandra monitoring observations, which revealed a de-
cline in the jet knot brightness after the peak around 2005 (Harris
et al. 2009, 2011). By 2010 the jet knot brightness had dropped
back to the original level observed in 2000, therefore Russell et al.
(2015) were able to stack twelve recent monitoring observations
to produce radial temperature and density profiles of the hot gas
within the Bondi radius. This analysis indicated a multiphase struc-
ture and a gas density profile consistent with ρ∝r−1, although this
measurement was potentially affected by the inner cavity structure.
Here we present a new 300 ks short frame time Chandra ob-
servation of the centre of M87 that limits pileup of the nuclear
emission to a few per cent. This allows us to map the detailed
multi-temperature structure within the Bondi radius and study the
response of the gas flow to the most recent AGN outburst on smaller
scales than has previously been possible. We assume a distance to
M87 of 16.1 Mpc (Tonry et al. 2001) to be consistent with ear-
lier analyses of the Chandra datasets. This gives a linear scale of
0.078 kpc arcsec−1 and ∼ 2− 5× 105 gravitational radii per arc-
sec, depending on the black hole mass. All errors are 1σ unless
otherwise noted.
2 CHANDRA DATA ANALYSIS
The central 1 arcmin region of M87 was observed for a new large
Chandra program on ACIS-S to map the properties of the hot gas
atmosphere within the Bondi radius (obs. IDs 18232 to 18856, Ta-
ble 1). The total exposure of 298 ks was taken with a short frame
time of 0.4 s and used a subarray to minimize pileup. In these
new observations, the nucleus and jet knot HST-1 have declined
in brightness by more than a factor of ∼ 2 below the levels mea-
sured in our earlier analysis (obs. IDs 11513 to 14974, Russell et al.
2015). As contamination of the hot gas emission by the nuclear and
jet knot emission is the key limitation in our analysis, we have pri-
marily used the new observations to extract the hot gas properties
and thereby probe further into the Bondi sphere.
This analysis also utilized archival observations of M87 from
2000 (obs. ID 1808) and 2010 to 2012 (obs. IDs 11513 to 14974)
to test the subtraction of the nuclear and jet knot emission (section
2.2). The ACIS-S observation without a subarray in 2000 (obs. ID
352) was also used to determine the gas properties at large radii for
the deprojection analysis (section 2.4).
2.1 Data reduction
CIAO version 4.9 and CALDB version 4.7.3 provided by the Chan-
dra X-ray Center (Fruscione et al. 2006) were used to analyse the
new observations. The level 1 event files were reprocessed to en-
sure that a consistent calibration was applied to each dataset in-
cluding the latest charge transfer inefficiency correction and gain
adjustments. No major flare periods were found in background
light curves extracted from each new dataset. The background light
curves were also compared to ensure that no flares were missed in
the shorter observations. Two short flares occurred during obs. ID
352 and the corresponding time periods were excluded from the
analysis. The datasets used and their final cleaned exposure times
are detailed in Table 1.
Due to the proximity of M87, the X-ray emission from the hot
atmosphere can be detected across the full extent of the ACIS de-
tector. Therefore, blank sky background observations were required
to subtract the X-ray background emission from each dataset. Each
appropriate background observation was reprocessed in the same
way as the source files and reprojected to the corresponding sky po-
sition. The exposure time of the background dataset was then scaled
so that the background count rate matched that of the source file in
the 9.5−12 keV energy band, which ensured correct normalization
of the particle background. Images that combined multiple obser-
vations required corresponding total backgrounds where the ratio
of the background exposure time to the source exposure time was
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Details of the Chandra observations used for this analysis and best-fit nuclear spectral model parameters.
Obs. ID Date Exposure Frame time nH Γ Flux (2−10 keV)
(ks) (s) (1022 cm−2 ) (10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 )
352 29/07/2000 29.4 3.2 - - -
1808 30/07/2000 12.8 0.4 0.08±0.01 2.37±0.07 0.70±0.04
11513 - 14974 2010 - 2012 54.7 0.4 0.057±0.006 2.25±0.03 1.30±0.03
18232 27/04/2016 18.2 0.4 0.08±0.02 2.29±0.07 0.70+0.04−0.03
18233 23/02/2016 37.2 0.4 0.03±0.01 2.27±0.05 0.62±0.02
18781 24/02/2016 39.5 0.4 0.04±0.01 2.21±0.05 0.67±0.02
18782 26/02/2016 34.1 0.4 0.04±0.02 2.21±0.05 0.70±0.03
18783 20/04/2016 36.1 0.4 0.05±0.02 2.28±0.05 0.55±0.02
18836 28/04/2016 38.8 0.4 0.08±0.02 2.27±0.05 0.72±0.02
18837 30/04/2016 13.7 0.4 0.04±0.03 2.32±0.09 0.52+0.04−0.03
18838 28/05/2016 56.3 0.4 0.04±0.01 2.30±0.05 0.50±0.02
18856 12/06/2016 24.5 0.4 0.05±0.02 2.30±0.07 0.50+0.03−0.02
18232 - 18856 2016 298.4 0.4 0.052±0.006 2.27±0.02 0.537+0.008−0.007
the same (12:1) for every input observation. We therefore discarded
events at random from each blank sky background observation to
reduce the exposure time and maintain the count rate.
Point sources were detected in a summed hard band image
(3− 7 keV) that included all the 2016 datasets, confirmed by eye
and excluded from the analysis. As discussed in Russell et al.
(2015), the emission from the hot atmosphere in M87 dominates
over any remaining contaminating flux from unresolved sources,
including low mass X-ray binaries, cataclysmic variables and coro-
nally active binaries.
Sub-pixel event repositioning was used to separate the nucleus
from the jet knot HST-1, which is located 0.8 arcsec away (Tsunemi
et al. 2001; Li et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2017). For each observa-
tion, an image of the nucleus and nearby jet knots was generated
using a spatial resolution 10 times finer than the native resolution
of 0.495 arcsec. The centre of each emission peak was then deter-
mined with 2D image fitting in SHERPA, which utilized the SIM-
PLEX optimizer and separate 2D Gaussian components for each
source. All observations were aligned according to the best-fit po-
sitions. Although the nuclear emission cannot be cleanly disentan-
gled from the jet knot HST-1, either spatially or spectrally, subpixel
event repositioning allowed us to exclude approximately half the
emission from HST-1 using a region with radius 0.3 arcsec cen-
tred on the peak. The nucleus is brighter than HST-1 by a factor
of ∼ 4. Therefore the PSF wings from HST-1 will marginally in-
crease the measured flux from the nucleus. This will contribute to
the uncertainty in the subtraction of the nuclear PSF, which is eval-
uated in section 2.3. The analysis was restricted to the angular range
60−330◦ from W due to the incomplete subtraction of the jet knots
including HST-1.
2.2 Nuclear PSF simulation
The nuclear point source in M87 is brighter than the underlying
extended emission from the galaxy’s hot atmosphere by more than
an order of magnitude. The wings of the nuclear PSF contribute
significantly to the total emission to a radius of a few arcseconds.
Whilst the hot atmosphere dominates beyond this, the Bondi sphere
is located at a radius of ∼ 2 arcsec. If not accurately subtracted,
high energy photons from the nucleus may distort the gas proper-
ties measured from spectra extracted within this region. Following
Russell et al. (2015) (see also Russell et al. 2010; Siemiginowska
et al. 2010), we extracted a spectrum of the nuclear emission from
a region with a radius of 1 arcsec and determined the best-fit pow-
erlaw model using XSPEC (Arnaud 1996). This model was input
to the Chandra ray-tracer (ChaRT; Carter et al. 2003), which traces
rays through the Chandra mirrors. The MARX software (Davis et al.
2012) was then used to project these rays onto the ACIS-S detector
and produce a simulated events file of the nuclear emission. This al-
lowed us to determine the contribution of the nuclear point source
to each spectrum extracted from different regions of the underlying
hot gas emission. Although it was not possible to cleanly separate
the nuclear and extended emission, either spectrally or spatially, our
method removes the variable nuclear emission so that only the non-
varying cluster emission remains. We show that the resulting clus-
ter surface brightness profiles extracted from observations taken in
2000, 2010 and 2016 are consistent within the uncertainties for dif-
ferent energy bands. This method is described in detail in sections
2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.3.
2.2.1 Pileup
The Chandra observations of M87 are affected by varying levels of
pileup. Pileup occurs when multiple photons from a bright source
arrive in the same detector pixel within a single integration time
(3.1 s for a typical Chandra observation). The photons are detected
as a single event with higher energy and a broader charge cloud dis-
tribution (see eg. Davis 2001). Therefore, pileup hardens the source
spectrum and causes grade migration, where events are misclassi-
fied as cosmic rays. In extreme cases, pileup can result in lost flux
when events exceed the energy filter cutoff in the satellite and are
not telemetered to the ground (Fig. 1 left). Strong pileup of the
nucleus occurs in standard 3.1 s frame time observations of M87
(∼ 80% of events affected in obs. ID 352) and in short 0.4 s frame
time observations from ∼ 2003− 2010 when the jet knot HST-1
flared and, at peak, was more than an order of magnitude brighter
than the nucleus (Harris et al. 2009). Using PIMMS, the early short
frame time observation in 2000 was determined to have a pileup
fraction of only ∼ 6% (obs. ID 1808) whilst the monitoring obser-
vations from 2010 to 2012 (obs. ids 11513− 14974) are closer to
∼ 10%. The drop in the nuclear brightness by roughly a factor of
2−3 since 2012 ensures that our large observing program in 2016
has the lowest level of pileup at only a few per cent. The nuclear
spectrum is therefore not significantly distorted by pileup in our
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Exposure-corrected Chandra images for the energy range 0.5− 7 keV. The Bondi radius at 0.12− 0.22 kpc (1.5− 2.8 arcsec) is shown by the red
dashed circles. Left: Obs. ID 5827 was taken in May 2005, close to the brightness peak of HST-1, and therefore exhibits strong pileup. Nuclear events were
so piled up that they exceeded Chandra’s energy cutoff and were not telemetered to the ground, which produced the apparent hole. A readout streak also runs
from top left to bottom right. Right: The new deep short frame-time Chandra observation shows a nucleus with at most a few per cent pileup and therefore no
significant distortions. The colour bar units are counts cm−2 s−1 pixel−1 .
new analysis. We also later confirmed this by including a statistical
treatment of pileup in the MARX simulations and finding no signif-
icant difference.
2.2.2 Nuclear spectrum
A nuclear spectrum was extracted from each separate observation
using a circular region of radius 1 arcsec centred on the nuclear
peak. The positioning was determined using sub-pixel event repo-
sitioning as described above (section 2). The contribution from the
galaxy’s hot atmosphere was subtracted using a background spec-
trum extracted in a surrounding annulus from 2− 4 arcsec. How-
ever, this assumes that the surface brightness profile for the hot
gas is flat over the radial range to the nucleus and that the nuclear
PSF contribution to this background region is negligible. The hot
gas emission is expected to be ∼ 5% of the total emission within
1 arcsec radius whilst the nuclear PSF is at most a few per cent
of the emission from 2− 4 arcsec in the new datasets. As noted in
section 2.1, the measured nuclear flux may also be marginally in-
creased by emission from HST-1. We analysed the effect of these
systematic uncertainties in the nuclear spectral model along with
other uncertainties in the PSF subtraction in section 2.3.
The nuclear spectra were fit separately in XSPEC ver-
sion 12.9.1 (Arnaud 1996) with an absorbed power law model
PHABS(ZPHABS(POWERLAW)) over the energy range 0.5−7 keV.
The Galactic absorption component was fixed to the observed value
of 1.94× 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005) and the redshift of the
intrinsic absorption component was fixed to z = 0.0044. All other
parameters were left free and the best-fit values were determined by
XSPEC’s modified version of the C-statistic (Cash 1979; Wachter
et al. 1979). The best fit parameters for each observation are shown
in Table 1. The pattern of nuclear variability appears consistent with
long-term monitoring studies of X-ray variability in M87. Harris
et al. (2009) characterized the nuclear variability as ‘flickering’,
where large amplitude variations in flux are seen on short sampling
times and smaller amplitude variations are observed on longer sam-
pling times. Whilst the nuclear flux varies significantly between
the separate observations, the spectral index and intrinsic absorp-
tion are consistent within the uncertainties. This is consistent with
the variability found for other low luminosity AGN at the centre
of clusters (eg. Russell et al. 2013). The nuclear spectra from the
large program datasets could therefore be fitted together in XSPEC
and this best-fit model was used as the basis of the ChaRT simula-
tion.
2.2.3 ChaRT and MARX
The ChaRT interface to the SAOTrace code was used to trace rays
through the Chandra mirrors and MARX then projected these rays
onto the detector. SAOTrace was developed as a key calibration tool
by the Chandra X-ray Center and provides the most accurate PSF
at any off-axis angle and at any energy (eg. Jerius et al. 1995, 2000;
Jerius 2002). Multiple ray-traces were used to produce a total simu-
lation exposure that was an order of magnitude deeper than the ob-
servation and thereby ensure good photon statistics. MARX version
5.3.2 was used to combine these separate ray-traces, project them
onto the ACIS-S detector and apply the appropriate instrumental
response (Davis et al. 2012). Following Russell et al. (2015), we
also used MARX to determine a correction factor for the total flux
of the PSF simulation that accounts for the fraction of the PSF ly-
ing beyond 1 arcsec radius and, for earlier datasets, the low level
of pileup. The output simulated events file from MARX was used
to produce simulated images and spectra of the nuclear PSF and
thereby subtract the nuclear contribution from radial profiles of the
extended gas properties.
2.3 Subtraction of the nuclear PSF
The nuclear and jet knot brightness vary significantly over the
16 year span of the M87 observations in Table 1. However, if
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Figure 2. Left: Background-subtracted surface brightness profiles in the energy range 0.5− 7 keV for obs. ID 1808, summed obs. IDs 11513 to 14974 and
summed obs. IDs 18232 to 18856 (solid points) together with the corresponding ChaRT/MARX simulation of the nuclear PSF (open points). Obs. ID 5827 is
also shown for comparison. This observation was taken in 2005 with a regular 3.1 s frame time and therefore the nucleus is strongly piled up. Events at the
centre exceeded the energy filter cutoff and were not telemetered to the ground from the satellite, which produces the sudden drop in surface brightness within
2 arcsec. Right: Surface brightness profiles for the extended hot gas emission where the nuclear PSF has been subtracted from each observation. The radial
range for the classical Bondi radius lies between the vertical dashed lines. The profiles were extracted in a sector from 90 to 330◦, which excluded the jet knot
emission. The increase in surface brightness at a radius of 10 arcsec is instead due to the inner cavity’s rim. Note that vertical error bars are plotted for all
points but in some cases are too small to see.
our method subtracts this emission accurately, the surface bright-
ness of the remaining extended hot gas emission should be con-
sistent within the uncertainties. Exposure-corrected images were
produced from the simulated events file for the energy bands
0.5− 7 keV, 0.5− 2 keV and 2− 7 keV with spectral weighting
given by the best-fit nuclear spectral model (section 2.2.2). Sur-
face brightness profiles for the simulated PSF were extracted from
these images using concentric annuli with 1 arcsec width. These
simulated surface brightness profiles were compared with, and sub-
tracted from, observed surface brightness profiles generated from a
merged, exposure-corrected image (obs. IDs 18232− 18856). The
X-ray background emission was also subtracted from the observed
datasets using blank sky background images for the corresponding
energy range (section 2). This analysis was repeated for the stacked
monitoring observations (obs. IDs 11513−14974) and the earliest
short frame-time dataset (obs. ID 1808). Each had a correspond-
ing nuclear PSF simulation. Fig. 2 compares observed, simulated
and PSF-subtracted surface brightness profiles for three epochs. In
summary, the PSF-subtracted profiles are consistent within the un-
certainties for radii > 1 arcsec. Therefore, this method produces a
reliable PSF subtraction over this radial range.
Fig. 3 compares the PSF-subtracted surface brightness pro-
files for soft and hard energy bands. The temperature of the hot
atmosphere at the centre of M87 is ∼ 1 keV. This therefore pre-
dominantly emits in the soft energy band (Di Matteo et al. 2003;
Forman et al. 2005; Million et al. 2010). This gas forms dense,
clumpy structures at the galaxy’s centre. The extended emission in
the hard energy band from 2− 7 keV is dominated by projected
emission at large radii, which doesn’t exhibit strong spatial varia-
tions on ∼ kpc scales at the galaxy centre. Therefore, in the ab-
sence of nuclear emission, we would expect the hard band surface
brightness profile to be close to flat whilst the soft band image has
a steeper gradient that traces the low temperature gas at the galaxy
centre. The nuclear PSF is a significant emission component in both
energy bands within a few arcsec radius. However, when it is cor-
rectly subtracted, the hard band surface brightness profile should
be roughly flat. A steep decline in surface brightness within a few
arcsec radius would indicate a clear oversubtraction, whilst a steep
increase would indicate an undersubtraction. Fig. 3 shows that the
hard band surface brightness gradient is shallow with no strong
variation within a few arcsec of the nucleus. The soft and hard band
profiles are also consistent over all three epochs, which suggests
that the method is robust.
When the total flux of the optimum PSF simulation is in-
creased by 5 per cent, the 2−7 keV flux within 1 arcsec radius then
drops below zero at−7±4×10−7 counts cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 . Al-
ternatively, if the flux of the PSF simulation is decreased by 5 per
cent, the 2− 7 keV flux within 1 arcsec radius is strongly peaked
at 1.9± 0.4× 10−6 counts cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 . We therefore esti-
mate uncertainties on the total flux of the nuclear PSF simulation
to be less than 5 per cent. This uncertainty is ultimately due to the
difficulty in cleanly separating the nuclear emission from the back-
ground extended emission. We tested the impact of variations in the
subtracted PSF normalization by±5% on the best-fit cluster model
parameters. The resulting systematic uncertainties were found to be
insignificant compared to the statistical uncertainties. The nuclear
PSF subtraction is therefore sufficiently accurate for this analysis.
The gas properties of the galaxy’s hot atmosphere were also
extracted in three sectors that together covered the angular range
90− 330◦ avoiding the jet (Fig. 4). Within this range, the sectors
were selected on the morphology of the extended emission, par-
ticularly the cavity to the E of the nucleus from ∼ 4 to 10 arcsec
radius and the soft X-ray filaments. Fig. 5 shows that the PSF-
subtracted surface brightness profiles are also consistent across the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. PSF-subtracted surface brightness profiles in two energy bands, 0.5−2 keV and 2−7 keV, for the obs. IDs specified in Fig. 2. The impact of under
or oversubtracting the PSF simulation by 5% is shown for obs. IDs 18232-18856 by the grey and open points, respectively. The radial range for the classical
Bondi radius lies between the vertical dashed lines.
Figure 4. Summed image for obs. IDs 18232 to 18856 showing the N, E
and S sectors used. The colour bar has units of counts.
three epochs in each of the sectors. The PSF simulation was there-
fore accurately centred on the observed PSF during the subtrac-
tion by the subpixel event repositioning (section 2). Although not
shown, the PSF-subtracted surface brightness profiles in each sec-
tor are also consistent when split into soft and hard energy bands as
discussed above.
2.4 Spectral analysis
Spectra were extracted from each observation (obs. IDs 18232−
18856) in concentric annuli from 60− 330◦ and in sectors from
60− 140◦ (N sector), 140− 230◦ (E sector) and 230− 330◦ (S
sector), where angles are measured anti-clockwise from W (Fig.
4). Background spectra were extracted from the blank sky back-
grounds that had been generated for each dataset (section 2). Ob-
servations 18232− 18856 were taken over a period of only a few
months and the spatial regions analysed are all within the central
30 arcsec and therefore have similar responses. Spectra from the
same spatial region were therefore summed together and the re-
sponse files were averaged according to a weighting determined
from the fraction of the total counts in each observation. The use
of summed spectra was also verified by comparing the best-fit pa-
rameters with those determined when fitting the individual spec-
tra simultaneously in XSPEC. The best-fit results in each case were
found to be consistent within the uncertainties.
The short frame-time observations were taken using a 1/8th
subarray to preserve observing efficiency. Therefore the field of
view was limited to 1×8 arcmin. We increased the radial range for
the analysis by extracting spectra from 14− 300 arcsec in obs. ID
352, which is only strongly piled up within the central few arcsec
of the nucleus. Spectra were deprojected with a modified version of
the model-independent deprojection routine DSDEPROJ, which as-
sumes spherical symmetry and employs a geometrical procedure to
subtract off the projected emission. This version of DSDEPROJ in-
cludes a correction for the difference in effective area between the
summed spectra and those extracted from obs. ID 352 (Sanders &
Fabian 2007; Russell et al. 2008, 2015). The spectra were analysed
over the energy range 0.5− 7 keV and counts were grouped for at
least 25 per spectral bin.
The deprojected spectra were fitted in XSPEC version 12.9.1
(Arnaud 1996) with absorbed one, two and three component VAPEC
models (Smith et al. 2001). The redshift was fixed to z = 0.0044
and the Galactic absorption was fixed to nH = 1.94× 1020 cm−2 .
The χ2 statistic was used to determine the best-fit model. The metal
abundances were fixed relative to Fe according to the radial profiles
for Fe, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ne, Mg and Ni measured by Million et al.
(2011) from the archival Chandra observations. The C, N and O
abundances were also fixed relative to Fe according to the XMM-
Newton RGS results of Werner et al. (2006).
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Figure 5. PSF-subtracted surface brightness profiles in three sectors (Fig. 4) for the obs. IDs specified in Fig. 2. The radial range for the classical Bondi radius
lies between the vertical dashed lines. The drop in surface brightness due to the inner cavity can be clearly seen from ∼ 4−10 arcsec in the E and S sectors.
The XMM RGS results were extracted from a 1.1 arcmin wide
strip and the Chandra analysis excluded the inner core and the X-
ray bright arms therefore it was not clear whether the measured
abundances were applicable for the multi-phase gas within a radius
of 1 kpc. However, in the existing data, it was not possible to con-
strain individual metal abundances in the cooler gas component,
even when fixing the abundances of the spatially coincident hotter
component. We have therefore assumed no strong variation in the
metal abundances relative to iron between the multiple temperature
components, which is broadly supported by these earlier analyses.
The abundances were measured throughout relative to the protoso-
lar measurements from Lodders (2003).
An additional absorbed power-law component was used to
account for the nuclear emission in spectra extracted within a
radius of 6 arcsec (0.5 kpc). The parameters were fixed to val-
ues determined from the PSF simulations. Spectra were ex-
tracted from the simulations using identical regions, deprojected
and then fit in XSPEC with an absorbed power-law model
PHABS(ZPHABS(POWERLAW)). The Galactic column density and
redshift were fixed but all other parameters were left free when fit-
ting to the simulated spectra. The best-fit parameters from the sim-
ulation were then fixed in the nuclear emission component used to
model the observed spectra. These parameters must be fixed when
modelling the observed spectra to ensure that the PSF contribution
is not incorrectly interpreted as a hot thermal component when a
multi-temperature model is used.
The temperature and normalization of each thermal VAPEC
component were left free and the iron abundance was left free for
spectra extracted from larger radial bins. For the multi-temperature
models, the iron abundance was tied between the different com-
ponents. The densities were calculated from the VAPEC normal-
izations and assumed pressure equilibrium between the multi-
temperature components.
3 RESULTS
By simulating and modelling the spectral contribution of the bright
nucleus, the temperature and density structure of the galaxy’s hot
atmosphere could be extracted in sectors to a radius of 1 arcsec
(78 pc), which is within the SMBH’s gravitational sphere of in-
fluence. Fig. 6 shows an analysis in large radial bins for annuli
from 60− 330◦ where up to three temperature components were
included. The iron abundance was left as a free parameter. The hot
gas is clearly multi-phase at the galaxy centre with components at
1.6+0.3−0.2 keV, 0.7± 0.2 keV and 0.19± 0.03 keV. The temperature
of all three components decreases, or is approximately constant,
toward the nucleus. The electron density increases steadily with
decreasing radius and the density of the cooler component peaks
above 1 cm−3 . Note that the increase in density in the outermost
radial bin is an artefact of deprojection.
The iron abundance peaks at ∼ 2Z at a radius of 2 kpc
(25 arcsec) and then decreases towards the galaxy centre to ∼
0.7Z. This abundance drop was previously found in XMM-
Newton observations (Bo¨hringer et al. 2001) and does not appear
to be due to the Fe bias that typically occurs when a single tempera-
ture model is fitted to the spectrum of a multi-temperature medium
(eg. Buote 2000) or to resonant scattering (Mathews et al. 2001;
Sanders & Fabian 2006). The metallicity was fixed according to
this profile in our subsequent analysis.
3.1 Multi-phase gas structure within the Bondi radius
These annuli with broad radial binning were sub-divided into
1− 2 arcsec widths in N, E and S sectors to resolve the temper-
ature and density structure within the Bondi radius (Fig. 4 and Ta-
ble 2). The N sector covers the brightest loops of soft X-ray emis-
sion that are coincident with Hα filaments and extend ∼ 20 arcsec
north of the nucleus (eg. Sparks et al. 1993, 2004). The E sector
encompasses the inner cavity and the knotty complex of soft X-
ray and Hα emission at a radius of ∼ 35 arcsec that coincides with
the outer edge of the radio lobe (Sparks et al. 1993). The S sec-
tor covers the SW corner of the inner cavity and contains bright
soft X-ray emission similar to the N sector but is relatively free of
Hα emission. The SW corner of the inner cavity extends to the S
of the nucleus. It was therefore not possible to exclude this cav-
ity from the S sector whilst also ensuring that the innermost region
was at least 1 arcsec across to match Chandra’s spatial resolution.
We therefore positioned the boundary between the E and S sectors
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Figure 6. Deprojected temperature, electron density and Fe abundance pro-
files for full annuli in broad radial bins. Additional spectral components
were added where these significantly improved the best-fit result and these
are shown as grey and white points. The radial range for the classical Bondi
radius lies between the vertical dashed lines.
to provide comparable deprojected count rates in the inner regions
and therefore similar parameter constraints.
Fig. 7 shows that the multi-temperature structure is detected
within all sectors in the central kpc with components at 0.2 keV
and 0.8− 1 keV. The temperature structure within the central few
arcsec is remarkably symmetric about the nucleus, despite the inner
cavity structure. Whilst the additional 0.2 keV components signif-
icantly improve the best-fit result, their specific temperature and
density values are poorly constrained by Chandra’s 0.5− 7 keV
energy range and are therefore shown as upper and lower limits in
Fig. 7, respectively. No evidence was found for a temperature in-
crease within the Bondi radius due to the gravitational influence of
the SMBH. Instead, the lowest temperature gas is located closest to
the nucleus.
The metallicity was fixed according to the profiles found for
spectra extracted from annuli from 60−330◦ (section 3). We note
that, if the Fe abundance is left as a free parameter for spectra ex-
tracted in sectors, the corresponding metallicity profiles are similar
between these sectors, particularly within the central few kpc. How-
ever, given the large uncertainties within ∼ 10 arcsec, we also in-
vestigated whether possible variations of ±0.3Z could affect the
derived gas properties. This level of uncertainty produced negligi-
ble changes in the temperature values for each component but shifts
of∼ 15% and∼ 20% in the density values for the higher and lower
temperature components, respectively. Therefore, whilst the tem-
perature structure is unaffected, strong variations in the metallicity
on scales of ∼ 100 pc could affect the measured density gradient
within the Bondi radius.
Fig. 8 shows the deprojected spectra and best-fit models for
regions covering 1− 6 arcsec in the N, E and S sectors. For the N
sector, the fit statistic decreases from χ2 = 159 with 100 degrees of
freedom for one VAPEC component to χ2 = 98 with 98 degrees of
freedom for two VAPEC components. The additional low temper-
ature component at 0.30± 0.04 keV is therefore clearly required
over a single VAPEC model and fits the excess at ∼ 0.7 keV, which
is likely due to O emission (eg. Sakelliou et al. 2002; Werner et al.
2006). For the E sector, the fit statistic decreases from χ2 = 129
with 95 degrees of freedom for one VAPEC component to χ2 = 109
with 93 degrees of freedom for two VAPEC components. Similarly,
for the S sector, the fit statistic decreases from χ2 = 154 with 100
degrees of freedom for one VAPEC component to χ2 = 103 with 98
degrees of freedom for two VAPEC components. The excess emis-
sion at low energies above a ∼ 1 keV model is less prominent than
in the N sector but still significant. We note that the best-fit re-
sults can be improved if some metallicity parameters are left free,
such as Mg and Si, which have prominent emission lines at 1.3 and
1.9 keV respectively. However, the best-fit values are very poorly
constrained.
For the innermost regions within the Bondi radius, the depro-
jected spectra can also be equivalently fit with an absorbed cool-
ing flow model PHABS(VMCFLOW) with no VAPEC components
(Mushotzky & Szymkowiak 1988; Johnstone et al. 1992). For the
N sector, the best-fit cooling flow model has χ2 = 57.2 for 44 de-
grees of freedom compared to the two VAPEC component model
with χ2 = 55.2 for 43 degrees of freedom. The abundances for
both models were fixed to the values determined in section 3. The
best-fit upper temperature parameter for the VMCFLOW model was
1.5±0.1 keV. The best-fit lower temperature parameter reached the
model’s lower limit at 0.08 keV with an upper limit of < 0.4 keV.
The mass deposition rate was 0.028+0.002−0.003 M yr
−1 . Similar results
were obtained for the innermost deprojected spectra in the E and S
sectors. The emission within the Bondi radius is therefore equiv-
alently consistent with a cooling flow in all three sectors with gas
cooling down out of the X-ray band from 1− 1.5 keV at a rate of
∼ 0.03M yr−1 .
Detection of the low temperature X-ray gas could be affected
by variations in the Galactic absorption or the growing layer of
molecular contaminant on the ACIS optical blocking filter. How-
ever, it is unlikely that strong variations in either of these effects
would only occur coincident with the Bondi sphere. Lieu et al.
(1996) found a smooth distribution of HI with nH ∼ (1.8−2.1)×
1020 cm−2 and limited spatial variation over the field of M87 (also
Kalberla et al. 2005). Similarly, whilst the molecular contaminant is
not uniformly distributed with increased depth at the edges of the
filters, strong spatial variation just within the Bondi sphere at the
centre of the chip is unlikely. Although it is possible that the depro-
jection routine could compound effective area uncertainties into the
spectra for the central regions, due to the limited 1/8th field of view
of the short frame-time observations, the majority of the projected
emission was subtracted with obs. ID 352 (section 2.4), which was
taken early in the Chandra mission before significant contaminant
buildup. Given the brighter nuclear emission and shorter exposure
times, it was unfortunately not possible to verify the detection of
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Figure 7. Deprojected temperature and electron density profiles in the N, E and S sectors (Fig. 4). An additional spectral component was added where this
significantly improved the best-fit result (open points). Regions affected by the cavity where the temperature was fixed are shown by the triangles. The radial
range for the classical Bondi radius lies between the vertical dashed lines.
Figure 8. Deprojected spectra with best-fit models for the innermost region (1− 6 arcsec) in the N (left), E (centre) and S (right) sectors. The total best-fit
model is shown by the black solid line and each component is shown by a dashed or dotted line. Although the best-fit models can be improved if some
metallicity parameters are left free, particularly Mg and Si, the best-fit values are very poorly constrained.
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Figure 9. Deprojected cooling time and entropy profiles in the N, E and S sectors (Fig. 4). An additional spectral component was added where this significantly
improved the best-fit result (open points). Regions affected by the cavity where the temperature was fixed are shown by the triangles. The radial range for the
classical Bondi radius lies between the vertical dashed lines. Within the Bondi radius, a VMCFLOW model provides a similarly good fit.
low temperature gas in the earlier short frame-time observations of
M87.
On larger scales, the multi-temperature X-ray structure ex-
tends to ∼ 20 arcsec radius in the N sector, which is consistent
with the extent of the ionized gas filaments (eg. Sparks et al. 1993,
2004). In the E sector, the low temperature components are detected
around the periphery of the inner cavity. The S sector is largely free
of ionized gas and we similarly find only limited low X-ray temper-
ature gas beyond that detected within the Bondi radius. The narrow
radial binning produced two regions that were strongly affected by
the X-ray surface brightness depression of the inner radio bubble.
The corresponding deprojected spectra had very low numbers of
photons therefore the temperature was fixed in these regions to that
of the projected emission at 2 keV (shown as triangles in Fig. 7).
These radial bins are included in the figures for reference but were
not considered further in our analysis.
The low temperature component likely consists of rapidly
cooling blobs and filaments within the hotter, volume-filling com-
ponent at 1−2 keV. The filling fraction of the cold gas is 5−20%
within the Bondi sphere and roughly a few per cent at larger radii.
By assuming that the two gas phases are in pressure equilibrium,
and ignoring magnetic pressure, the gas density of each compo-
nent can be calculated. The density of both temperature compo-
nents continues to rise towards the nucleus. The density of the
hotter component peaks at 0.9± 0.1 cm−3 in the N sector within
the Bondi radius. The gas density in the other sectors is similarly
high within the Bondi radius and peaks at 0.60± 0.05 cm−3 and
0.71± 0.09 cm−3 in the E and S sectors, respectively. Although
poorly constrained by Chandra’s energy range, the cooler compo-
nent likely reaches densities at least a factor of a few greater than
this at > 2 cm−3 .
The radiative cooling time, tcool = (5/2)nkT/n2Λ, and the en-
tropy, S= T/n2/3e , of each component were calculated from the de-
projected temperature and density profiles. Note that this definition
of cooling time is 5/3 times that used in Russell et al. (2015). Fig.
9 shows the radiative cooling time and entropy profiles in each of
the three sectors. For the higher temperature component, the cool-
ing time and entropy continue to decline to the Bondi radius to
∼ 0.02 Gyr and∼ 1 keV cm2 , respectively. The cooling time of the
low temperature gas drops to only 0.1− 0.5 Myr. This is compa-
rable to the free fall time at this radius, which can be determined
from models of the mass distribution in M87 that include the stellar
mass, the dark matter halo and the central supermassive black hole
(eg. Gebhardt & Thomas 2009). The entropy of this component is
equivalently below 0.1 keV cm2 .
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Figure 10. Deprojected electron density profiles with finer radial binning and the original binning (black triangles) for the N, E and S sectors (Fig. 4). The
solid lines show the best-fit powerlaw models for the hot gas within the Bondi radius. The radial range for the classical Bondi radius lies between the vertical
dashed lines.
3.2 Density gradient within the Bondi radius
Density profiles with finer radial binning were also generated from
the PSF and background subtracted surface brightness profiles
in each sector. Following eg. Cavagnolo et al. (2009), this tech-
nique incorporates temperature and metallicity variations deter-
mined from the spectral fitting results. Fig. 10 shows the density
profiles in each sector for the hotter volume filling component (see
also Table 3). The density values determined in narrower radial bins
are consistent with our previous results from spectral fitting. The
density gradient across the Bondi radius was determined by fitting
a power-law model to the density profile in each sector using data
points within a radius of 4− 5 arcsec (0.3− 0.4 kpc). This region
was selected to cover the symmetric structure about the nucleus and
avoid the inner cavity. Note that this covered only 5 radial points in
the N sector, 4 points in the E sector and 3 points in the S sector.
The best-fit powerlaw slopes, ne∝rα , in the N, E and S sectors are
α = −1.4± 0.1, α = −0.93± 0.07 and −1.6± 0.1, respectively.
The E sector along the jet has a significantly flatter density gradient
than the N and S sectors that are perpendicular to the jet. Russell
et al. (2015) previously determined a powerlaw slope of−1.2±0.2
for circular annuli, which is roughly consistent with our new re-
sults. The shallower observations utilized in this earlier work pre-
vented us from excluding the inner cavity or separating the density
profiles into separate sectors.
3.3 Bondi accretion rate
The Bondi model states that the galaxy’s hot gas atmosphere will
be accreted by the SMBH if it falls within the Bondi radius, where
the gravitational potential of the SMBH dominates over the ther-
mal energy of the gas (Bondi 1952). This model assumes spherical
accretion onto a point mass, an absorbing inner boundary condition
and negligable angular momentum. The Bondi rate can then be cal-
culated from the gas electron density, ne, and temperature, T , and
the mass of the black hole, MBH. The Bondi accretion rate is given
by
M˙B =
4piλ (GMBH)2
c3s
, (1)
where cs is the sound speed in the gas and λ is dependent on the
adiabatic index of the gas. Assuming an adiabatic index γ = 5/3,
this coefficient λ = 0.25. The Bondi accretion rate can then be writ-
ten as
M˙B
M yr−1
= 0.012
(
kBT
keV
)−3/2( ne
cm−3
)(
MBH
109 M
)2
, (2)
and the Bondi radius is given by
rB
kpc
= 0.031
(
kBT
keV
)−1( MBH
109 M
)
. (3)
Stellar-dynamical and gas-dynamical measurements of the black
hole mass at the centre at M87 typically differ by a factor of two
and are discrepant at the 2σ level. From stellar dynamics, Geb-
hardt et al. (2011) measure MBH = (6.6±0.4)×109 M (see also
Sargent et al. 1978; Oldham & Auger 2016). Whilst from gas dy-
namics, Walsh et al. (2013) measure MBH =
(
3.5+0.9−0.7
)
× 109 M
(see also Harms et al. 1994; Macchetto et al. 1997). Properties that
are dependent on the black hole mass, such as the Bondi radius and
Bondi accretion rate, are therefore shown as a range of values that
span these two measurements.
For the volume-filling, higher temperature component, the
deprojected temperature at the centre of M87 is 0.97+0.10−0.04 keV,
0.98+0.33−0.08 keV and 0.78
+0.06
−0.04 keV in the N, E and S sectors, re-
spectively. The Bondi radius is therefore located at 0.12−0.21 kpc
(1.5− 2.7 arcsec) in the N and E sectors and 0.14− 0.26 kpc
(1.8− 3.3 arcsec) in the S sector. The Bondi accretion rate is then
0.1−0.5M yr−1 for the higher temperature component.
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4 DISCUSSION
Our new 300 ks, short frame-time dataset for M87 provides a de-
tailed view of the hot gas properties inside the Bondi radius of the
SMBH. On these scales, the temperature structure is spherically
symmetric about the nucleus with two temperature components at
0.2 keV and 0.8− 1 keV detected in all three sectors. The lowest
temperature and most rapidly cooling X-ray gas in M87 is there-
fore located within the Bondi radius. The radio-jet has carved out a
series of cavities in the surrounding X-ray gas, each at least few kpc
across, that heat the hot atmosphere on these larger scales (eg. For-
man et al. 2005, 2007, 2017). Beyond the Bondi sphere, additional
low temperature components detected in the hot gas are predomi-
nantly located to the N of the nucleus and clearly coincident with
the soft X-ray and bright ionized gas filaments. These filaments ex-
tend for several kpc to the N and E of the nucleus and are entwined
around the buoyant bubbles (eg. Forman et al. 2005, 2007).
The density profiles in each sector plateau at a radius of
0.5−1 kpc, around the inner cavity structure, and then rise steeply
within the Bondi radius to∼ 1 cm−3 . The N and S sectors have the
steepest gradients with ρ∝r−1.5. The E sector along the jet axis is
significantly shallower with ρ∝r−0.9. This structure is consistent
with anisotropic outflow along the jet. On larger scales, the density
structure clearly varies across the different sectors due to the sur-
face brightness depressions and bright rims of the radio bubbles.
Additional higher density, cool gas structures associated with the
soft X-ray filaments are embedded within the hotter volume-filling
gas and detected to a radius of several kpc. Although the flux of the
low temperature component is poorly constrained by Chandra’s en-
ergy range, the density is likely to be at least a factor of a few higher
at > 2 cm−3 . Within the Bondi radius, the gas is rapidly cooling to
low temperatures but asymmetries in the density gradient suggest
this region is a mixture of steadily inflowing material to the N and
S and outflow along the jet axis.
4.1 Gas cooling within the Bondi sphere
The radiative cooling time of the 0.2 keV gas within the Bondi ra-
dius is extremely short at < 1 Myr, which is similar to the free fall
time at this radius. In section 3.1, we showed that deprojected spec-
tra extracted from within the Bondi radius can be fit equivalently by
a two temperature thermal model with components at 0.2 and 1 keV
or by a single cooling flow model with gas cooling from 1.5 keV
down to the lower limit of 0.08 keV. It appears likely that the gas
is rapidly cooling down out of the X-ray band within the Bondi ra-
dius. The best-fit mass deposition rate within a radius of 2 arcsec
(0.15 kpc) is 0.028+0.002−0.003 M yr
−1 . This cooling rate is consistent
with the XMM-Newton RGS limit on gas cooling below 0.5 keV
of M˙ < 0.06M yr−1 (Werner et al. 2010), which was determined
in a 1.1 arcmin wide aperture (5.2 kpc).
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of normalizations for each tem-
perature component in the two component spectral fits within the
Bondi radius compared to the expected normalization for a cooling
flow model. The gas was assumed to cool from 1.5 to 0.08 keV at a
rate of 0.04M yr−1 with metal abundances as detailed in section
2.4. On large scales in comparable cool core clusters, this analy-
sis typically demonstrates a lack of gas at the lowest temperatures
compared to the predictions of a cooling flow (eg. Peterson et al.
2003; Sanders et al. 2010). Although the normalizations for tem-
perature components at < 0.2 keV are poorly constrained by Chan-
dra’s energy range, Fig. 11 shows that the measured normalizations
Figure 11. Emission measure per unit energy as a function of temperature
for the two component spectral models fit to spectra extracted from within
the Bondi radius. The black line shows the expected distribution of emis-
sion measure for a 0.04M yr−1 cooling flow with the same metallicity
structure.
are consistent with the expectations of a cooling flow model to low
temperatures.
It is therefore plausible that the multi-phase hot atmosphere at
the centre of M87 cools catastrophically within the Bondi radius to
form a mini cooling flow. Regardless of whether there is a contin-
uous distribution in temperature from ∼ 1.5 keV down below the
X-ray band, the 0.2 keV gas within the Bondi radius has an ex-
tremely short radiative cooling time that is comparable to the free
fall time. This rapidly cooling gas will be in the form of denser,
cool gas blobs that are decoupling from any hotter volume-filling
component. It is likely that this cooling gas has some angular mo-
mentum and would therefore feed into the cold gas disk around
the nucleus (Ford et al. 1994). The radius of the cold gas disk is
∼ 1 arcsec (∼ 80 pc) and therefore lies immediately within the ob-
served transition in the X-ray gas properties within the Bondi radius
at 1−3 arcsec (80−250 pc).
HST observations of the rotating ionized gas disk found veloc-
ities from −500 to +500 km s−1 and a mass of ∼ 4±1×103 M
(Ford et al. 1994; Harms et al. 1994; Macchetto et al. 1997).
Whilst the bulk of the circumnuclear gas in the disk is likely in
molecular form, only tentative detections and upper limits of typ-
ically ×106−7 M have so far been published (Braine & Wiklind
1993; Combes et al. 2007; Tan et al. 2008; Salome´ & Combes
2008; Ocan˜a Flaquer et al. 2010). ALMA observations are ex-
pected to significantly improve on this. Based on the upper lim-
its, the mini cooling flow could supply this mass of cold gas on
timescales of a few ×107−8 yr. McNamara & O’Connell (1989)
determined a nuclear star formation rate within 300 pc radius of
0.03± 0.01M yr−1 , which suggests that a significant fraction of
the cooling gas is comsumed by star formation before it reaches the
nucleus.
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4.2 A settling flow within the Bondi sphere
Assuming a steady-state, spherical flow of gas, we can use the mea-
surements of the gas density and temperature at the Bondi radius to
put limits on the radial flow speed and accretion rate. In terms of
entropy, S, the energy equation for steady spherical flow is
ρTvr
(
dS
dr
)
= nenHΛ, (4)
where vr is the inflow speed, ρ is the gas density, T is the temper-
ature and nenHΛ is the energy radiated (see eg. Fabian & Nulsen
1977). Equation 4 can also be written as
vr
(
dlnK
dlnr
)
=
r
tcool
, (5)
where K is now entropy as defined in the literature for studies
of galaxy clusters K = kBT/n
2/3
e (eg. Voit 2005). Variations in
dlnK/dlnr are assumed to be negligible.
For the N sector, at a radius of 0.12 kpc (1.5 arcsec), the cool-
ing time of the 1 keV gas is 0.014±0.004 Gyr and the correspond-
ing entropy gradient dlnK/dlnr = 1.04±0.09. The inflow velocity
is then 8± 2 km s−1 . Similarly in the S sector the inflow velocity
is 9± 1 km s−1 . In practice, this is an upper limit on the flow ve-
locity because the gas may be heated and not flowing inward. If
gas was flowing in at a higher velocity than this limit, it would be
unable to cool and the entropy gradient should be shallower than
observed. The flow velocity within the Bondi sphere is therefore
subsonic, which indicates a settling flow rather than a Bondi flow.
The gas flow must be supported by pressure or rotation or both.
We therefore rule out Bondi accretion on the scale resolved at the
Bondi radius.
Mass conservation for the gas flow is given by
m˙acc = 4piρvrr2, (6)
where the gas density ρ = µmHn, µmH is the mean gas mass per
particle and n is the total particle number density. By substituting
for vr in equation 5 with equation 6, the expected density profile
can be expressed as
ρ∝r−3/2
(
m˙accT
Λ(T )
)1/2
. (7)
The gas temperature profile is roughly isothermal at the Bondi
radius and should transition to T∝r−1 on smaller scales. For
bremsstrahlung cooling, the cooling function Λ∝T 1/2. Therefore,
for a steady spherical flow with constant m˙acc, the density pro-
file should steepen from ρ∝r−3/2 at the Bondi radius to ρ∝r−7/4
at smaller radii where the temperature transitions to T∝1/r. The
measured density profile slopes to the N and S are consistent with
ρ∝r−3/2 (section 3.2), as expected for the roughly isothermal tem-
perature profile. The density gradient to the E along the jet axis is
significantly shallower at ρ∝r−0.93±0.07, which likely indicates an
outflow driven by the jet. The assumption of spherical symmetry is
clearly violated by the observed density structure within the Bondi
radius. Within the Bondi radius, the density gradients are consistent
with steady inflow to the N and S, whilst the shallower gradient to
the E indicates disruption by the jet activity.
Although equation 6 assumes spherical symmetry, which is
violated on the scale of the Bondi radius, it can provide an esti-
mate of the mass inflow rate. In the N sector, the electron den-
sity ne = 0.88±0.15 cm−3 at a radius of 0.12 kpc. Therefore, the
spherical mass accretion rate m˙acc . 0.010± 0.003M yr−1 . The
estimated spherical mass accretion rate limit is consistent in the S
sector. We can compare this upper limit on the accretion rate for
a steady spherical inflow with the Bondi accretion rate. For the N
sector, the Bondi rate in the 1 keV gas is 0.1−0.5M yr−1 , where
the range reflects the uncertainty on the black hole mass (section
3.3). This is a factor of ten higher than our upper limit on the accre-
tion rate. A similar result is obtained for the E and S sectors. This
result is consistent with the low inflow velocity, which indicates a
much lower accretion rate than the Bondi rate.
From the PV work done by the radio jet to displace the hot
gas in the cavities, the mechanical jet power is 8+7−3×1042 erg s−1
(eg. Reynolds et al. 1996a; Bicknell & Begelman 1999; Di Matteo
et al. 2003; Rafferty et al. 2006). The nuclear bolometric luminosity
is roughly an order of magnitude lower at Lbol ∼ 2× 1041 erg s−1
(Reynolds et al. 1996b; Di Matteo et al. 2003). Assuming an effi-
ciency of 10%, our accretion rate limit of. 0.010±0.003M yr−1
could supply Pacc < 6±2×1043 erg s−1 . Therefore, the inflow rate
appears to supply roughly an order of magnitude more power than
is required for the AGN activity.
4.3 Outflow
Numerical simulations of hot accretion flows, such as advection-
dominated accretion flows (ADAFs, Ichimaru 1977; Rees et al.
1982; Narayan & Yi 1994), found that outflows are ubiquitous
and the inflow rate is expected to decrease with decreasing ra-
dius (for a review see Yuan & Narayan 2014). This should flat-
ten the density profile from ρ∝r−1.5 expected for a constant in-
flow rate to ρ∝r−p, where p is typically 0.5− 1 (eg. Igumen-
shchev & Abramowicz 1999; Stone et al. 1999; Stone & Pringle
2001; Hawley & Balbus 2002; Yuan & Bu 2010; Begelman 2012).
The majority of the inflowing material is ejected before it reaches
the event horizon by winds off the rotationally supported accre-
tion flow. Faraday rotation measurements can probe this region on
scales of tens of Schwarzchild radii, rs, and constrain the accre-
tion rate. These results can be compared with X-ray measurements,
which are sensitive to the outer radial density profile. Chandra ob-
servations combined with Faraday rotation measurements in Sgr
A* and NGC 3115 indicate shallow density profiles at the Bondi
radius (Wang et al. 2013; Wong et al. 2014) and reduced accretion
rates at r ≤ 100rs (Bower et al. 2003; Marrone et al. 2006, 2007;
Macquart et al. 2006) with. 1% of the matter captured at the Bondi
radius reaching the inner regions of the accretion flow. In M87, the
measured density profile slopes to the N and S are consistent with
ρ∝r−3/2 whilst the gradient along the jet axis is significantly flat-
ter with ρ∝r−0.93±0.07. This flatter density gradient indicates an
outflow directed along the jet axis. Faraday rotation measurements
for M87 constrain the accretion rate on scales of ∼ 10rs to be an
order of magnitude below our upper limit on the inflow rate at the
Bondi radius (Kuo et al. 2014). The majority of the material that
is gravitationally captured at the Bondi radius is therefore lost be-
fore it reaches the SMBH, either in an outflow or consumed by star
formation (section 4.1). We note that this analysis assumes that the
observed Faraday rotation originates in the accretion flow and that
the density profile follows a powerlaw n∝r−β with β 6 3/2.
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4.4 Depletion of metals
The sharp drop in metal abundance within the central few kpc in
M87 was first found for Fe and Si abundances in XMM-Newton
observations (Bo¨hringer et al. 2001). Although the Chandra obser-
vations presented here cannot effectively constrain individual metal
abundances, we confirm that the metallicity drops from 2Z to
0.75Z within the central ∼ 1.5 kpc. This region is strongly multi-
phase therefore we employ up to three model temperature com-
ponents as required and find that the metallicity drop is robust. The
hot gas should be strongly enriched by centrally peaked stellar mass
loss and supernovae but instead the metallicity drops sharply. Cen-
tral declines in metallicity have been found in a number of other
cool core galaxy clusters (eg. Sanders & Fabian 2002; Johnstone
et al. 2002; Panagoulia et al. 2013, 2015). This decline appears to
be due to a real absence of iron rather than resonance scattering or
a spectral fitting bias.
The hot atmosphere within the central few kpc of M87 has a
multiphase structure with gas blobs cooling rapidly down out of the
X-ray band and a dusty, filamentary cool gas nebula. The cooler
phases must be shielded from the surrounding hot X-ray gas at a
few keV (eg. Donahue et al. 2011), presumably by magnetic fields
(eg. Fabian et al. 2008). Iron, and other elements such as silicon,
may adsorb onto cold dust grains (eg. Draine 2009) and therefore
are heavily depleted from the hot gas. Measurements of the dust
mass in M87 are complicated by the strong synchrotron emission
from the jet (eg. Perlman et al. 2007; Buson et al. 2009; Baes et al.
2010). Recent Herschel observations that cover the far IR indicate
a dust mass of 2.2±0.2×105 M (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2013),
which is consistent with previous upper limits. For Lodders (2003)
abundances and an average electron density of ∼ 0.3 cm−3 , we
estimate that ∼ 105 M of Fe must have been depleted onto dust
grains within the central 1.3 kpc to explain the drop in metallicity
from 2 to 0.75Z. Bo¨hringer et al. (2001) found a similar drop in
the Si and O abundances. Therefore, the total mass that must have
been depleted onto dust is very similar to the total dust mass.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Using a new 300 ks short frame time Chandra observation of the
centre of M87, we have studied the detailed structure of the hot gas
atmosphere within the Bondi radius of the supermassive black hole.
We found that:
− The hot gas is multiphase on these scales with temperatures
spanning 0.2 to 1 keV. The radiative cooling time of the lowest tem-
perature 0.2 keV gas drops to only 0.1−0.5 Myr, which is compa-
rable to the free fall time. The lowest temperature and most rapidly
cooling gas in M87 is therefore located at the smallest radii that we
can resolve (∼ 100 pc).
− Whilst the temperature structure appears remarkably symmet-
ric about the nucleus inside the Bondi radius, the density gradient
is significantly shallower along the jet axis. The density profiles
in each sector analysed plateau around the inner cavity structures
from 0.5−1 kpc and then smoothly steepen within the Bondi radius
to ∼ 1 cm−3 with cooler blobs at > 2 cm−3 . The best-fit power-
law slopes in the N and S sectors, perpendicular to the jet axis, are
−1.4±0.1 and−1.6±0.1, respectively, compared to−0.93±0.07
in the E sector along the jet axis. The density structure within the
Bondi radius of M87 is therefore consistent with steady inflow per-
pendicular to the jet axis and outflow directed along the jet axis.
− By putting limits on the radial flow speed vr < 8±2 km s−1 ,
we rule out Bondi accretion on the scale resolved at the Bondi ra-
dius. The flow velocity within the Bondi sphere is subsonic, which
indicates a settling flow rather than a Bondi flow. The gas flow must
be supported by pressure or rotation or both. We estimate the spher-
ical mass inflow rate m˙acc . 0.010±0.003M yr−1 . Assuming an
efficiency of 10%, this inflow rate could supply roughly an order of
magnitude more power than is required for the AGN activity. How-
ever, much of this material may be lost in an outflow or consumed
by star formation before it is accreted by the SMBH.
− The hot gas within the Bondi radius of M87 may form a
mini cooling flow. The deprojected spectra extracted within the
Bondi radius can be fit equivalently by a two temperature thermal
model, with components at 0.2 and 1 keV, or by a single cooling
flow model (no additional thermal components) with gas cooling
from 1.5 keV to the lower limit of 0.08 keV. The best-fit cooling
rate of 0.03M yr−1 is consistent with the limit on gas cooling
below 0.5 keV from the XMM-Newton RGS. HST observations
have shown that the circumnuclear gas disk has a radius of 80 pc
and therefore lies within a putative transition to a cooling flow at
80−250 pc. If the cooling gas has significant angular momentum,
it may feed into the circumnuclear gas disk. Based on the upper
limits for the cold gas mass in the disk, we estimate that the mini
cooling flow could supply sufficient material on timescales of a few
×107−8 yr.
− The proposed successor missions to Chandra, including AXIS
and Lynx, will resolve these transitions in the hot gas flow within
the Bondi radius in many more systems and identify trends with jet
power or molecular gas structure. Improved sensitivity at low ener-
gies will also be essential to trace this rapidly cooling gas closer to
the nucleus.
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Table 2. Temperature, electron density, Fe abundance, radiative cooling time and entropy profiles for each sector as shown in Figs. 7 and 9. The metallicities
were determined from spectra extracted in larger annuli and fixed to the values given here as detailed in section 2.4.
Sector Radius Temperature Density Fe tcool Entropy
(kpc) ( keV) ( cm−3 ) (Z) ( Gyr) ( keV cm2 )
N 0.12±0.04 0.15+0.19−0.15 5.9±1.1 0.74 (9±8)×10−5 0.05+0.06−0.05
0.97+0.10−0.04 0.88±0.15 0.014±0.004 1.1+0.2−0.1
0.23±0.08 0.09+0.10−0.09 2.3±0.6 0.74
(
1.0+1.8−1.0
)×10−4 0.05+0.06−0.05
1.0+0.4−0.2 0.19±0.04 0.07+0.04−0.03 3.1+1.3−0.7
0.39±0.08 0.40+0.09−0.11 0.7±0.2 0.74 0.006±0.005 0.5+0.1−0.2
1.46+0.25−0.13 0.19±0.02 0.13+0.05−0.04 4.4+0.8−0.5
0.62±0.16 0.69+0.07−0.05 0.4±0.3 0.73 0.02±0.02 1.2±0.7
3.4+5.5−1.3 0.09±0.02 0.7+1.2−0.5 17+28−7
0.94±0.16 0.29±0.05 0.47±0.09 0.73 0.005±0.002 0.5±0.1
0.97+0.04−0.05 0.141±0.006 0.10±0.01 3.6±0.2
1.33±0.23 0.5+0.3−0.2 0.27±0.15 1.1 0.02±0.02 1.3+0.8−0.6
1.21+0.08−0.04 0.119±0.04 0.11±0.02 5.0+0.4−0.2
1.95±0.39 1.69±0.03 0.075±0.002 2.9 0.16±0.01 9.5±0.2
2.73±0.39 1.09+0.14−0.03 0.10±0.01 2.0 0.15±0.10 5.0+0.7−0.4
1.71+0.15−0.08 0.066±0.005 0.18+0.04−0.03 10.5+1.1−0.7
3.51±0.39 1.44±0.04 0.053±0.001 1.8 0.25±0.02 10.3±0.3
4.29±0.39 1.72+0.06−0.03 0.042±0.001 1.4 0.52±0.04 14.2+0.5−0.3
5.46±0.78 1.87±0.07 0.0338±0.0006 1.4 0.71±0.04 17.9±0.7
7.02±0.78 1.71±0.04 0.0230±0.0006 1.2 1.04±0.07 21.1±0.6
9.37±1.56 1.84±0.06 0.0195±0.0003 1.1 1.43±0.07 25.4+0.8−0.9
12.49±1.56 2.37±0.08 0.0190±0.0002 1.1 1.96±0.09 33.3±1.2
15.61±1.56 2.39±0.09 0.0150±0.0002 1.0 2.6±0.1 39.3+1.5−1.6
19.12±1.95 2.14+0.19−0.06 0.0104±0.0002 0.8 3.8+0.4−0.2 44.9+4.0−1.3
23.02±1.95 2.80±0.05 0.01814±0.00005 0.6 3.06±0.07 40.5±0.8
E 0.12±0.04 0.23+0.05−0.04 2.5±0.5 0.74 (6±4)×10−4 0.12±0.03
0.98+0.33−0.08 0.60±0.05 0.024+0.010−0.006 1.4+0.5−0.1
0.23±0.08 0.08+0.04−0.08 4.2±0.2 0.74 (5±5)×10−5 0.03+0.01−0.03
1.02±0.03 0.33±0.01 0.039±0.004 2.12±0.09
0.39±0.08 2.6+1.9−0.9 0.13±0.02 0.74 0.4+0.3−0.2 10+8−3
0.62±0.16 2.0 0.04±0.02 0.73 0.9±0.9 16±5
0.94±0.16 0.79±0.03 0.40±0.07 0.73 0.023±0.005 1.5±0.2
2.2+0.5−0.3 0.142±0.008 0.30+0.08−0.07 8+2−1
1.33±0.23 1.33+0.23−0.04 0.084±0.004 1.1 0.18+0.04−0.03 6.9+1.2−0.3
1.95±0.39 1.66+0.08−0.07 0.045±0.002 2.9 0.26±0.03 13.1±0.7
2.73±0.39 1.29+0.07−0.25 0.11±0.03 2.0 0.08±0.07 5.5+0.9−1.4
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3.51±0.39 1.71+0.06−0.03 0.053±0.001 1.8 0.34±0.02 12.2+0.5−0.3
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15.61±1.56 2.01±0.01 0.02665±0.00008 1.0 1.22±0.01 22.5±0.1
S 0.12±0.04 0.18+0.06−0.08 3.2±1.4 0.74 < 0.001 0.08±0.04
0.78+0.06−0.04 0.71±0.09 0.028±0.008 1.0±0.1
0.23±0.08 0.76±0.06 0.22±0.01 0.74 0.040±0.007 2.1±0.2
0.39±0.08 2.0 0.08±0.03 0.74 < 0.6 11±3
0.62±0.16 1.08+0.04−0.02 0.178±0.003 0.73 0.080±0.005 3.40+0.13−0.07
0.94±0.16 0.23+0.05−0.04 1.0±0.2 0.73 0.002±0.001 0.23+0.06−0.05
1.20±0.03 0.198±0.004 0.087±0.006 3.53±0.09
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4.29±0.39 1.9±0.1 0.044±0.001 1.4 0.59+0.05−0.06 15.6±0.9
5.46±0.78 1.72+0.06−0.01 0.0359±0.0005 1.4 0.60+0.03−0.02 15.8+0.6−0.1
7.02±0.78 1.37+0.04−0.02 0.0177±0.0005 1.2 0.91+0.06−0.08 20.2+0.6−0.4
9.37±1.56 2.01±0.01 0.0384±0.0001 1.1 0.816±0.008 17.7±0.1
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Table 3. Electron density profiles for each sector generated using finer radial binning as shown in Fig. 10.
Radius N sector E sector S sector
(arcsec) ne (cm−3) ne (cm−3) ne (cm−3)
0.115±0.038 0.87±0.04 0.66±0.02 0.72±0.02
0.192±0.038 0.42±0.07 0.45±0.02 0.31±0.03
0.269±0.038 0.19±0.04 0.28±0.02 0.20±0.02
0.346±0.038 0.17±0.05 0.26±0.04 0.08±0.08
0.422±0.038 0.22±0.04 0.12±0.05 0.05±0.05
0.499±0.038 0.12±0.09 0.08±0.07 0.22±0.03
0.576±0.038 0.23±0.02 0.08±0.06 0.22±0.01
0.653±0.038 0.11±0.02 0 0.17±0.02
0.730±0.038 0.14±0.01 0.03±0.03 0.21±0.01
0.806±0.038 0.16±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.20±0.01
0.883±0.038 0.14±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.21±0.01
0.960±0.038 0.185±0.009 0.152±0.009 0.213±0.009
1.039±0.038 0.160±0.008 0.13±0.01 0.198±0.009
1.114±0.038 0.260±0.005 0.11±0.01 0.213±0.007
1.190±0.038 0.114±0.009 0.13±0.01 0.12±0.01
1.267±0.038 0.101±0.009 0.11±0.02 0.11±0.01
1.344±0.038 0.097±0.009 0.10±0.01 0.10±0.01
1.421±0.038 0.079±0.010 0.09±0.01 0.09±0.01
1.498±0.038 0.100±0.008 0.11±0.01 0.108±0.009
1.575±0.038 0.05±0.01 0.06±0.02 0.06±0.01
1.651±0.038 0.079±0.006 0.078±0.007 0.088±0.008
1.728±0.038 0.076±0.006 0.073±0.007 0.084±0.008
1.805±0.038 0.062±0.008 0.062±0.007 0.070±0.008
1.882±0.038 0.078±0.006 0.078±0.006 0.088±0.007
1.959±0.038 0.064±0.006 0.063±0.006 0.072±0.007
2.035±0.038 0.074±0.005 0.072±0.005 0.083±0.006
2.112±0.038 0.060±0.006 0.059±0.006 0.067±0.007
2.189±0.038 0.060±0.006 0.059±0.006 0.066±0.007
2.266±0.038 0.069±0.005 0.068±0.005 0.077±0.005
2.343±0.038 0.070±0.004 0.086±0.006 0.083±0.006
2.419±0.038 0.062±0.005 0.076±0.007 0.074±0.006
2.496±0.038 0.053±0.006 0.065±0.006 0.064±0.007
2.573±0.038 0.064±0.005 0.078±0.005 0.076±0.006
2.650±0.038 0.061±0.004 0.074±0.005 0.072±0.006
2.727±0.038 0.055±0.004 0.068±0.006 0.066±0.006
2.803±0.038 0.055±0.005 0.067±0.005 0.066±0.006
2.880±0.038 0.058±0.004 0.072±0.006 0.069±0.005
2.957±0.038 0.053±0.004 0.065±0.005 0.064±0.005
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